
NEEDS WANTS DEMANDS MARKETING

Needs wants and demands are essential for any marketing strategy. It helps us to decide, whether the product we
chose, will effectively sell or not.

In the 21st century, thousands of brands are promoting the same products and services from the needs
category. Marketing definition is based on three main terms needs, wants and demands these terms sometimes
create some confusion in readers mind. When the feeling of deprivation emerges and our mind requires
something, we call it needs. For Example, Any person can eat food to feed himself, but he want to eat fast
food, fried rice and Chinese food. This tutorials will discuss the needs, wants and demands in detail to making
things easy. Cloths are required for a person to cover himself but we can see people wearing jeans, suit just
because of culture influence. Manager and marketers always focus on people wants and demands to do that
they conduct in depth research using number of different tools such as surveys, interviews, observation and
others. Demands Demand is want backed by buying power, human being have unlimited wants but resource
are limited in the world. We, humans, have infinite wants and demands. Because, for most people, the only
needs are shelter, water, food and clothe. Share this:. It becomes easier to deal with monotonous problems,
related to marketing. On the surface, these three words look like simple, easy to answer concepts. Though, the
prices are really different. Needs Human needs are states of felt deprivation. So, the key difference between
wants and demand is desire. Consequently, for people, who can afford a desirable product are transforming
their wants into demands. Bottom Line To say it frankly, needs wants and demands are an essential
component of a marketing strategy. So, want is the complete opposite of need, which is essential for our
survival. These are essential for human beings to survive. Its not possible that each human being get the desire
things in the world. We can take the examples of telephone, Internet, different variety of foods and clothing
these all come under umbrella of human wants. Primary Sidebar. Marketers play no role in creating needs,
they are natural default requirements of every human being. Needs are the basic requirements of human being,
without these basic requirements like food, cloths and shelter no one can live life in this world. If we take the
topic further, other needs are education, healthcare, insurance, pension, etc. Wants are marketed by marketers
in such a way that everyone feel these wants should be mandatory part of life. For example, if we always
manage to satisfy our wants, it transforms into a need. Wants This is quite different from needs. Wants are
wishes of human, buying power will convert these wants to demand. Organization already know the needs
there is no requirement for any research work to develop product which covers the needs of human beings.


